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road to morocco
Storied keepsakes and memories of Marrakech swirl together to shape
designer Martyn Lawrence Bullard’s debut tile collection for Ann Sacks. A
heady mix of global flavors bridges centuries-old technique with a modern-day
perspective to create a timeless sense of wanderlust; no passport required.
written and produced by Mimi Faucett
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COLLABORATION

ullard’s latest nomadic inspiration gives
way to a tile collection that incites a

Designer Martyn
Lawrence Bullard
at his Los Angeles
home...packed for
another adventure.

colorful journey through Morocco. Find
out what exotic excursions inspired the
collection and why he tells us to skip
the palaces and hit the streets. Your
collection with Ann Sacks: It’s a love
affair with the shapes and textures of
Orientalism. Why tile? Because with it,
you can layer history, like in the Topkapi

palace in Istanbul, where you’ll find layered tiles made by hand. Just a touch
of tile can make a statement and transform a room. Eastern Promise: The
shapes in this collection are found all over cities like Tangier, Marrakech and
Fez. But it’s the taste of exotic that speaks of Morocco as a whole. Treasured
keepsakes: The souvenirs pictured are pieces I have collected over time. A
piece of a mousharabia screen from the dressing room at Cher’s house, a gold
box gifted to me by a Saudi Prince, an antique Indian camel—a present from
Minnie Driver. These mementoes narrate the rich texture, quirky style and
exotic prints of the collection. Inspiration: The great Italian set decorator,
Lorenzo Mongiardino. He layered textures and created experiences. The day
I stop mixing it up is the day I stop being inspired. When in Morocco: Eat:
La Mamounia hotel in Marrakech—the lamb tagine is legendary. Sleep: the
Royal Mansour, built as a private guesthouse of the king. Explore: Get lost in
the old bazaars and wind through the streets of the medina. The spice bazaars
are great for color inspiration and mingling with locals. Favorite travel
memory: A party in the desert of Marrakech under multicolored silk tents
lit by flamed torches. Incredible entertainment, jewels, dancing, traditional
Arabian garb…we greeted the sunrise with camel rides into the dunes.

martyn lawrence bullard for ann sacks
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EASTERN PROMISE

Top row, left to right: Gatsby in Santorini, Aladdin in Icicle and Cream, Rio in Azure and Milk,
Marjorelle in Villa. Bottom row, left to right: Rio in Palazzo, Tangier in Baltic, Aladdin in Coral and
Milk, Fez in Palazzo. Previous page, clockwise from top left: Mamounia in Pompeii, Marrakech in
Baltic, Rio in Pompeii, Aladdin in Santorini, Gatsby in Santorini.
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